College of the Canyons

2014 Self Evaluation Report

Steering Committee Members
Assignments & Roles

Board Liaison : Michele Jenkins, Board President
ASG Representative : Christine Colindres
Accreditation Liaison Officer : Jerry Buckley
Co-Editors : Jennifer Brezina / Sue Bozman
Evidence Collection : Daylene Meuschke, James Glapa-Grossklag, Paul Wickline
Introductory Materials : Barry Gribbons, Daylene Meuschke, Ryan Theule
Standard I : Barry Gribbons, Ron Dreiling
Standard II : Michael Wilding, Ann Lowe
Standard III : Diane Fiero, Be Phan
Standard IV : Dianne Van Hook, Joe Gerda
Eligibility Requirements : Jerry Buckley, James Glapa-Grossklag, Omar Torres
Commission Policies : Jerry Buckley, James Glapa-Grossklag, Omar Torres
2008 Planning Agendas : Jerry Buckley, Daylene Meuschke
2014 Actionable Improvement Plans : Jerry Buckley, Daylene Meuschke
Public Information / Production : Eric Harnish, Bruce Battle, John Green
Standard I
Writing Team Members

Administrators
Bruce Battle
Gina Bogna
Cindy Dorroh
Barry Gribbons (co-chair)
John Makevich
Daylene Meuschke
Jasmine Ruys
Steve Tannehill
Omar Torres

Faculty
Claudia Acosta
Edel Alonso
Jon Amador
Diane Baker
Ron Dreiling (co-chair)
Collette Gibson
Kim Gurnee
Victoria Leonard
Renee Marshall
Paul Wickline

Classified
Tammie Decker
Amy Foote
Jasmine Foster
Angelica Franco
Claudia Kirby
Scott McAfee
Conception Perez
Wendy Trujillo
Philip Trujillo
Brian Weston
Faiqa Yazdani

Student
Devon Dix
Standard II
Writing Team Members

Administrators
Tom Bilbruck
James Glapa-Grossklag
Audrey Green
Mike Gunther
Larry Hurst
Mojdeh Mahn
Anthony Michaelides
Denee Pescarmona
Debbie Rio
Renard Thomas
Omar Torres
Diane Stewart
Michael Wilding (Co-Chair)

Faculty
Diane Baker
Pamela Brogdon-Wynne
Nicole Faudree
Jane Feuerhelm
Rebecca Eikey
Peter Hepburn
Lee Hilliard
Lisa Hooper
Anzhela Grigoryan
Garrett Hooper
Ann Lowe (co-chair)
Chelley Maple
Jose Martin
Andy McCutcheon
Alene Terzian

Classified
Mary Brunty
Ebony Coburn
Steve Erwin
Robynn Fridlund
Kim Haglund
Janine Martinez
Justin Smith

Student
None
Standard III
Writing Team Members

Administrators
Leslie Carr
Christina Chung
Sharlene Coleal
Diane Fiero (co-chair)
Cindy Grandgeorge
Kristin Houser
Diane Morey
Jim Schrage
Jim Temple
Theresa Zuzevich

Faculty
Tim Baber
Wendy Brill
Kelly Burke
Jennifer Hauss
Bob Maxwell
Greg Mucha
Christy Richter
Brent Riffle
Liz Shaker

Classified
Robert Betancourt
Collette Blanchard
Tim Doyle
Rick Lopez
Tom Marshall
Be Phan (co-chair)
Sherilyn Plevack
Nancy Williams
MingHui Zhang

Student
None
Standard IV
Writing Team Members

Administrators
Carmen Dominguez
Eric Harnish
Michael Joslin
Joe Klocko
Allison Korse-Devlin
Len Mohney
Cathy Ritz
Patty Robinson
Ryan Theule
Dianne Van Hook (co-chair)

Faculty
Edel Alonso
David Andrus
Jai-Yi Cheng-Levine
Joe Gerda (co-chair)
Miriam Golbert
Stephanie Lee
Dora Lozano
Chuck Lyon
Ana Palmer
Connie Perez
Gary Peterson
Lori Marie Rios
Russell Waldon
Paul Wickline

Classified
Ron Entrekin
Hsiawen Hull
Bob Kuch
Alberto Lopez
Cynthia Madia
Chris Miner
Felicia Walker

Student
Kendall Jackson